SMALL BUSINESSes are FROM MARS,
CORPORATIONS ARE FROM VENUS, RIGHT?
A one-day workshop with Australia’s #1 Small Business Author - Andrew Griffiths
designed to help your organisation find more small business customers,
keep them for longer, encourage them to spend more and get them to refer you.

SMALL BUSINESSes are FROM MARS,
CORPORATIONS ARE FROM VENUS, RIGHT?

As funny as this might sound (or as corny as this may
sound), it is surprisingly true, small business really
are from Mars and corporations are most certainly
from Venus. Everything about small business is
wildly different from a corporation, yet the two
entities try to communicate on a daily basis, and
even more strangely, try to buy from each other,
often with lousy results.

That is a pretty big claim right? Well I have been working in
the small business space for over 30 years, so rest assured
it is something I can deliver. I can show your team how to
communicate with small business owners in an engaging,
effective and compelling way. I can highlight exactly what it
takes to sell to small business and to increase the amount
sold at the same time. And perhaps most importantly,
I can show how to get small business owners to refer your
organisation to other small businesses.

My name is Andrew Griffiths and I am Australia’s #1 small
business author (with 12 books sold in over 60 countries).
I live, eat and breathe small business and work with small
business owners around the planet. At the same time
I work with a lot of leading corporations, presenting at
conferences, delivering training and providing various
products and services. This gives me a very unique
insight into the two worlds. A lack of connection
between large companies and small businesses can
have enormous consequences.

I deliver this one-day workshop in-house within your
organisation, which means I come to you. This might be
the kind of workshop that you want your sales team to
participate in, or perhaps select personnel from a range
of departments within your company. Either way there is
no doubt that the results will be eye opening but more
importantly, measurable.
Imagine for a second how much revenue your company
could be losing because your sales team fails to
communicate effectively with small business owners?

To overcome this issue I have developed a one-day workshop
with a very specific purpose - to teach big business how to
communicate with small business. To be more specific I want
to show your organisation how to find more small business
customers, keep them for longer, encourage them to spend
more and get them to refer you.

You can put an end to it with my one-day workshop SMALL BUSINESSES ARE FROM MARS, CORPORATIONS
ARE FROM VENUS.
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we certainly cover a lot
of ground in this workshop

My workshops are always positive and engaging and
my presenting style has been described as energetic,
sharp and highly motivational.

Session 1

Rest assured the information I share will certainly
get people talking and questioning how they do
business. This can be a little challenging - we all
know just how dirty a word “change” is in the
business world. But I ask you to trust my training
techniques, they have been honed over many years
and I get results.

• Understanding just how big an opportunity this really is.

FIRST THINGS FIRST, YOU HAVE TO
UNDERSTAND SMALL BUSINESS
• What do small business owners think of corporations?
•	Where do larger organisations go wrong when it comes
to selling to small business?
• What are the 3 main challenges that small business face?
•	There are a lot of different types of small business you need to understand them all.

Session 2
FINDING MORE SMALL BUSINESS CUSTOMERS
• Where do you find small business customers?
• How do small business owners communicate?
•	Where do most corporations go wrong when they
try to communicate?
•	When it comes to communication what is the right
language to use?
•	You don’t have to get it perfect - just make the effort
to get it as right as possible.
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this workshop will give you the tools
to communicate without shouting

Session 3

Session 5

ENCOURAGING SMALL BUSINESS
TO SPEND MORE WITH YOU

GETTING YOUR SMALL BUSINESS CUSTOMERS
TO REFER YOUR ORGANISATION

• Small businesses won’t spend much - right? Wrong.

• Small business talks to other small business - a lot.

•	The 3 most important considerations to encourage
your small business customers to spend more.

• Making it easy to be referred.
• Let down the referrer and you will lose a customer for life.

• It all comes backs to solving problems.

Session 4

Session 6

RETAINING SMALL BUSINESS CUSTOMERS
FOR LONGER

BRINGING IT ALL TOGETHER
•	The 10 sure-fire strategies to help you get more small
business customers, keep them for longer, get them
to spend more and encourage them to refer you.

• What does small business expect in terms of service?
•	How do you build relationships with small
business owners?

• So how are you going to implement this new knowledge?
• And how are you going to measure the results?

• How do you say “thank you” to small business?
•	Take the time, invest in the customer and you will
build a loyal following.
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So who is going to get the best value
out of doing this workshop?

That’s a great question. The “SMALL BUSINESSES
ARE FROM MARS, CORPORATIONS ARE
FROM VENUS” workshop is relevant for sales
teams, managers, call centre staff, marketing and
communication teams, finance teams and
really any team that liaises directly with small
business customers.

The bottom line is that the more internal knowledge there
is about small business within an organisation, the better
the results will be. There are very few workshops on this
topic and this means that any organisation that invests in
developing the skills required to improve communication
and specifically sales to small business owners will certainly
have a competitive advantage.
Now some traditional thinking will be challenged, and
there may need to be a few changes required to internal
communication methods and messages, so having decision
makers from all relevant departments is a smart move.
Likewise, getting managers involved will certainly keep
everyone on the same page.
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You and I both know there is a major upside to improving
how your organisation and specifically your people
communicate, sell and build relationships with small
business owners. This is exactly what this workshop
will achieve.
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So who have I worked with in the past?

Over the past 20 years I’ve done a lot of work within the corporate space. During this time I have delivered
everything from professional development to personal development, from one-day workshops to 12-month training
programs, from keynote presentations to webinars to hundreds of organisations, including the following:
• ARUP

• HP

• RAMSAY HEALTH CARE

• ANZ

• H&R BLOCK

• RAY WHITE

• BENDIGO BANK

• ING

• RETRAVISION

• BANK OF MELBOURNE

• JETSET TRAVELWORLD GROUP

• ST GEORGE BANK

• BANK SA

• L’OREAL

• SCHWARZKOPF

• CBS

• OFFICE WORKS

• STOCKLAND

• COMMONWEALTH BANK

• ONE PATH

• TELSTRA

• CPA

• OPTUS

• THE PROFESSIONALS

• DYMOCKS

• NEWS LIMITED

• VERO

• HERTZ

• PACK & SEND

• HEWLETT-PACKARD

• RADISSON
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where to from here?

Right about now I’m sure you have a few questions regarding the “SMALL BUSINESSES ARE FROM MARS,
CORPORATIONS ARE FROM VENUS” workshop. The best way to get these questions answered is to either
call me directly or send me an email, simple as that.

My direct contact number - 0409 264 293
My office number - 07 0431 8888
My email - ag@andrewgriffiths.com.au
And my website - www.andrewgriffiths.com.au
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a little more background info

In case you wanted a little more information about exactly who I am and why you should feel comfortable
investing in my training programme, let me share a few key points:
•	Currently I have 12 books that are sold in over
60 countries around the world. Eleven of these are
specifically for small business owners, and one is
a business development book.

•	I am a mentor in the global entrepreneurial programme,
“Key Person of Influence”. This is a 40-week incubator
style programme, operating in Australia, UK, USA
and Singapore.

•	I am the only Australian columnist for inc.com - one of the
world’s largest entrepreneurial sites that attracts over 18
million visitors per month. I’m also a columnist for Flying
Solo, the largest entrepreneurial community in Australia.

•	I have appeared on numerous television programmes,
radio shows, in magazines and all major newspapers,
generally commentating about the small business world.
•	I work with CBS, one of the largest media companies
in the world, delivering content and advice on small
business and entrepreneurialism throughout Australia
and ASIA.

•	In the past 10 years I have spoken at over 200 small
business events around the planet. These range from
small business seminars through to corporate sponsored
entrepreneurial events.
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Author

• Mentor • Presenter

